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Abstract
Pervasive systems must offer an open, extensible, and evolving portfolio of services which integrate sensor
data from a diverse range of sources. The core challenge is to provide appropriate and consistent adaptive
behaviours for these services in the face of huge volumes of sensor data exhibiting varying degrees of precision,
accuracy and dynamism. Situation identification is an enabling technology that resolves noisy sensor data
and abstracts it into higher-level concepts that are interesting to applications. We provide a comprehensive
analysis of the nature and characteristics of situations, discuss the complexities of situation identification,
and review the techniques that are most popularly used in modelling and inferring situations from sensor
data. We compare and contrast these techniques, and conclude by identifying some of the open research
opportunities in the area.
Keywords: Pervasive computing, context modeling, situation identification, uncertain reasoning, temporal
reasoning, machine learning, data mining, ontologies

1. Introduction
Pervasive computing embodies a vision of computers seamlessly integrating into everyday life, responding
to information provided by sensors in the environment, with little or no direct instruction from users. It
assumes a number of invisible sensing/computational entities that interact both with users and with the
environment in which they operate. With the help of these entities, a pervasive computing system can
deliver customised services to users in a context-aware manner when they are interacting and exchanging
information with the environment. These days pervasive computing is maturing from its origin as an
academic research topic to a commercial reality [55]. It has many potential applications, from intelligent
workplaces and smart homes to healthcare, gaming, leisure systems and to public transportation [30]. These
applications have significant potential to benefit human lives.
Sensors in pervasive computing are deployed anywhere and on any objects or human bodies. They collect
data including a user’s location, motion, biomedical information, environment temperature, humidity, or
ambient noise level. Applications that provide customised services to users are based on this sensor data.
However, sensor data exhibits high complexity (different modalities, huge volumes, and inter-dependency
relationships between sources), dynamism (real-time update and critical ageing), accuracy, precision and
timeliness. A pervasive computing system should therefore not concern itself with the individual pieces of
sensor data (which room the user is in, what his heart rate or blood pressure is): rather, this information
should be interpreted into a higher, domain-relevant concept, such as whether the user is suffering a heart
attack or exercising. This higher-level concept is called a situation, which is an abstract state of affairs
interesting to applications [31].
The power of using situations lies in their ability to provide a simple, human understandable representation of sensor data to applications, whilst shielding applications from the complexities of sensor readings,
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sensor data noise and inferences activities, and simultaneously leveraging the structure implicit in the activities being observed.
However, in anything beyond a small-scale system, there may be tens or hundreds of situations that
applications need to recognise and respond to. Underlying these situations will be an even greater number
of sensors that are used in situation identification. A system has a significant task of defining and managing
these situations. This includes capturing what and how situations are to be recognised from which pieces
of contexts, and how different situations are related to each other. The system should know, for example,
which situations can or cannot occur at the same time (such as a user ‘actively watching TV’ and ‘taking
a shower’ at the same time); otherwise, inappropriate adaptive behaviour may occur. Likewise, temporal
order between situations may be important, such as the inability of a user to go directly from a situation of
‘sleeping’ to ‘going for a run’. Given the inherent inaccuracy of sensor data and the limitations of inference
rules, the detection of situations is imperfect.
This paper provides a comprehensive understanding of situations in pervasive computing. Section 2
introduces the definitions of situations, their features, the general research topics on situations, and the
factors that make research on situations challenging. Section 3 reviews the main stream of works around
situation identification, including formal logic methods, ontology-based situation models, machine learning,
and data mining techniques, which are elaborated in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. Section 6 provides a qualitative evaluation on the reviewed works in terms of identifying situations at different levels of
abstraction; the ability to resolve uncertainty; the ability to represent and reason on temporal information;
the ability to deal with complex situations; the ability to incorporate and derive knowledge; the knowledge
engineering effort involved to be able to use these techniques; and the effect of different sensing technologies
on choosing situation identification techniques. Based on this analysis, we discuss the future opportunities
in situation identification research in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Overview of Situation identification in Pervasive Computing
For clarity we shall define some of the terms that will appear frequently later. Sensor data encompasses
raw (or minimally-processed) data retrieved from both physical sensors and ‘virtual’ sensors observing
digital information such as user calendars and network traffic. This data is aggregated to form context –
the environment in which the system operates, understood symbolically – which may be further sub-divided
into context derived directly from sensors (primary context) and that inferred and/or derived from several
data streams (secondary context). An important form of secondary context is activities representing small,
higher-level inferences about contextual information, such as the activity of ‘cutting’ derived by observing
motion over time [102]. Finally, a situation is an abstraction of the events occurring in the real world
derived from context and hypotheses about how observed context relates to factors of interest to designers
and applications. Situations typically fuse several sources of context, as well as domain knowledge, spatial
and temporal models of the expected behaviour of the phenomena being observed.
2.1. Sensors and Sensor Data
Service provision of a pervasive computing system relies on the perception of an environment, supporteded
by a range of sensors. Sensing technologies have made significant progress on designing sensors with smaller
size, lighter weight, lower cost, and longer battery life. Sensors can thus be embedded in an environment
and integrated into everyday objects and onto human bodies. Sensors in pervasive computing can capture
a broad range of information on the following aspects [30]:
• Environment: temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, light, and noise level in an ambient environment and usage of electricity, water, and gas;
• Device: state of devices (such as available or busy), functions of devices (such as printing or photocopying), the size of memory, the resolution of screen, or even embedded operating systems;
• User : location, schedule, motion data like acceleration of different parts of bodies, and biometrical
data like heart rate and blood pressure;
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• Interaction: interacting with real objects through RFID and object motion sensors [77], and interacting
with devices through virtual sensors like monitoring frequencies of a user using his keyboard and
mouse [91, 98].
The diversity of sensors leads to high complexity in interpreting their output, including huge data
volumes, different modalities, inter-dependence, real-time update, and critical ageing. In dealing with the
real world, these sensors typically produce imperfect data. Noisy sensor data may result in misunderstanding
of a user’s or an environmental state, which will lead to incorrect application behaviour. These sensors
also have their own technical limitations, are prone to breakdown, may be disconnected from the sensor
network, or be vulnerable to environmental interference. This leads to the uncertainty issue of sensor data,
which can be out of date, incomplete, imprecise, and contradictory with each other [54]. These features of
pervasive sensor data complicate the process of making themselves immediately understandable or usable
to applications. A pressing challenge is therefore how to use them in recognising patterns that could give
us a better understanding of human interactions with an environment [4].
Different sensors produce different types of sensor data, including binary, continuous numeric, and
featured values. The types of data will have an impact on techniques chosen to analyse them. A binary
value is the simplest type of sensor data: true (1) or false (0). RFID sensors produce a binary reading: an
object with a RFID tag is detected by a reader or not; or a binary-state sensor developed in University of
Amsterdam [137] produces 1 when it is fired. Continuous numeric values are produced by most sensor types,
including positioning sensors, accelerometers, and all the ambient sensors. Featured values are typically
produced from relatively more sophisticated sensors such as a camera and a eye movement tracker, whose
data needs to be characterised into a set of categorical measurements. For example, motion features can be
extracted from video streams recorded in cameras, including quantity of motion and contraction index of
the body, velocity, acceleration and fluidity [21]. Eye movements captured in Electrooculography signals are
characterised into two types of features: saccades that are the simultaneous movement of both eyes in the
same direction and fixations that are the static states of the eyes during which gaze is held upon a specific
location [20]. Table 1 summarises the commonly used sensors and their types of sensor data.
Sensor types
Interaction with objects
Location detection
Acceleration
Eye movement
Biometric parameters
Resource usage
Ambient parameters
Processed video

Type of values
binary, numeric
numeric
numeric
features
numeric
numeric
numeric, binary
features

Table 1: A list of commonly used sensors in smart environments.

2.2. Situations
A general architecture of information flow in a pervasive computing system is described in figure 1, from
which we derive situations and relate situations with other types of information in the system. We use a
typical scenario in pervasive computing as an example – a healthcare monitoring system in a smart home.
At the bottom of figure 1, sensors produce data, which can be abstracted into a set of domain concepts,
typically called context. To distinguish context from raw sensor data, we regard context as a well-structured
concept that describes a property of an environment or a user. Contexts can be classified into different
domains in terms of the property they describe. Contexts in one domain can also have a different structure,
which is distinguishable from contexts in other domains. For example in the domain of location a coordinate
context can be identified as three numeric values measured in meters, while in the domain of temperature
a context can be identified as a numeric value with its unit of measurement as Celsius or Fahrenheit. A
3

Time: 09/18/2006 17:00:09:981
Situation: ' working '

......

Relation to other Location Context:
finerGrainedThan house
conflictsWith bedroom

Correlation with other relevant contexts:
Interaction Context: keyboardAccessed

Context &
knowledge

Applications
consume

Time: 09/18/2006 17:00:09:981
Location Context: studyRoom

Sensor data:
Time: 09/18/2006 17:00:09:981
TagID: 0139
Value: [15.52, 7.48, 1.29]

produce
Sensors

Figure 1: Information flow in pervasive computing

secondary context can be considered as a characteristic function on sensor data: for example in figure 1, a
symbolic location context studyRoom is mapped to a set of coordinate contexts that are valid inside a study
room.
Semantic relationships exist between contexts in one domain, including different levels of granularity,
overlapping, and conflicting [120, 152]. The semantic relationships can be explored by applying domain
knowledge, or through a learning process, or both. Here, domain knowledge is regarded as knowledge
specific to available context, including spatial knowledge for location contexts, or user preferences for person
contexts. For example, given a map of a house, we can specify the spatial relationships between the location
contexts as: the location context studyRoom is finer grained than another location context house (spatially
contained in), and it conflicts with the context bedroom (spatially disjoint to).
A situation is defined as an external semantic interpretation of sensor data. Interpretation means that
situations assign meanings to sensor data. External means that the interpretation is from the perspective of
applications, rather than from sensors. Semantic means that the interpretation assigns meaning on sensor
data based on structures and relationships within the same type of sensor data and between different types
of sensor data.
A situation can be defined by collecting relevant contexts, uncovering meaningful correlations between
them, and labelling them with a descriptive name. The descriptive name can be called a descriptive definition
of a situation, which is about how a human being defines a state of affairs in reality. A logical expression
of correlated context predicates is called a logical specification of a situation. With these two, a situation
bridges sensor data and applications. Sensor data is abstracted to a certain situation by evaluating its
specification, and this situation will trigger applications that correspond to its descriptive name.
For example in figure 1, the location context studyRoom conjuncts with an interaction context keyboardAccessed
indicating that the keyboard of the desktop located in the study room is accessed. These two contexts are
considered relevant in that they share the same location semantics – the study room. Their correlation forms
a logical specification of a situation with its descriptive definition as ‘working’, meaning that if a user is in the
study room and accessing the keyboard of the desktop, he or she is considered in a ‘working’ situation. An
application can be defined on this situation; for example, adjusting the sound level of the background music.
At a certain time, if the sensor data input from positioning and interaction sensors satisfy the conditions of
this situation, the application behaviour associated with this situation will be executed automatically.
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2.2.1. Features of Situations
A situation is a subjective concept, whose definition depends on sensors in a current system, which decide
available contexts used in a specification; on the environment where the system works, which determines
the domain knowledge to be applied (e.g., a spatial map); and on the requirement of applications, which
determines what states of affairs are interesting.
The same sensor data can be interpreted to different situations according to requirements of applications.
For example, based on the location data for a number of users, we can define (1) user-centered situations
(meeting – the users are gathering in a meeting room), and (2) location-centered situations (occupied – a
room is occupied). A situation is a particular state that is abstracted from sensor data and is interesting to
applications so that certain actions can be taken when this situation is occurring.
What distinguishes situations from activity, and situation recognition from activity recognition, is the
inclusion in situations of rich temporal and other structural aspects, including time-of-day – a situation may
only happen at a particular time of the day; duration – it may only last a certain length of time; frequency
– it may only happen a certain times per week, and sequence – different situations may occur in a certain
sequence. A situation can be a simple, abstract state of a certain entity (e.g., a room is occupied), or a
human action taking place in an environment (e.g., working or cooking). A situation can also be composed
of or abstracted from other finer-grained situations; for example, a ‘seminar’ situation includes the finer
situations like ‘presentation’, ‘questioning’, and ‘group discussion’.
Rich relationships exist between situations, including:
Generalisation A situation can be regarded more general than another situation, if the occurrence of the
latter implies that of the former; for example, a ‘watching TV’ situation is considered more specific
than an ‘entertainment’ situation, because the conditions inherent in the former situation subsume or
imply the conditions in the latter situation [149].
Composition A situation can be decomposed into a set of smaller situations, which is a typical composition
relation between situations. For example, a ‘cooking’ situation is composed of a ‘using stove’ situation
and a ‘retrieving ingredients’ situation. McCowan et al propose a two-layered framework of situations:
a group situation (e.g., ‘discussion’ or ‘presentation’) is defined as a composition of situations of
individual user (e.g., ‘writing’ or ‘speaking’) [89].
Dependence A situation depends on another situation if the occurrence of the former situation is determined by the occurrence of the latter situation. Dependence can be long- or short-range, as proposed
by Choujaa and Dulay [26]. Sometimes long-range dependence can be more useful in inferring highlevel situations. For example, a situation ‘going to work’ may be better in inferring a situation ‘going
home from work’ than other short-range dependent situations.
Contradiction Two situations can be regarded as mutually exclusive from each other if they cannot cooccur at the same time in the same place on the same subject; for example, a user cannot be in a
cooking situation and a sleeping situation at the same time.
Temporal Sequence A situation may occur before, or after another situation, or interleave with another
situation; for example, ‘taking pill’ should be performed after ‘having dinner’ [62].
2.3. Research Topics on Situation Identification
In pervasive computing, the principal research topics on situation identification involve the following
issues:
• Representation how to define logic primitives that are used to construct a situation’s logical specification.
• Specification how to form a situation’s logical specification, which can be acquired by experts or
learned from training data;
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• Reasoning how to infer situations from a large amount of imperfect sensor data; how to reason on
situations’ relationships; and how to maintain the consistency and integrity of knowledge on situations.
Unlike the well-known situations used in the Natural Language Processing domain, situations in pervasive
computing are highly related to sensor data, domain knowledge on environments and individual users, and
applications. As discussed in the above sections, sensor data occur in large volumes, in different modalities,
and are highly inter-dependent, dynamic and uncertain. Situations are in a rich structural and temporal
relationship, and they evolve in diffuse boundaries. In addition, the complexity in domain knowledge and
applications makes studying situations a very challenging task.
In representation, logical primitives should be rich enough to capture features in complicated sensor data
(e.g., acceleration data), domain knowledge (e.g., a spatial map or social network), and different relationships
between situations. Also a pervasive computing system is assumed to be highly dynamic in the sense that
it might introduce new sensors that yield new types of context, so the logical primitives should be flexibly
extensive; that is, new primitives will not cause modifications or produce ambiguous meanings on existing
ones [148].
In specification, it is difficult for experts to locate relevant contexts to a situation, decide their different
contribution weights (i.e., to what degree the contexts contributes to identifying a situation), and quantify
their uncertainty measurements (i.e., to what degree the input sensor data validate the contexts).
In reasoning, one of the main processes is called situation identification – deriving a situation by interpreting or fusing several pieces of context in some way. The performance of reasoning is usually undermined
by the complexity of the underlying sensor data.
The diversity of applications complicates these issues even more. One of the main requirements of a
pervasive computing system is to deliver correct services to correct users at the correct places at the correct
time in a correct way. It is assumed that a system should host a large number of applications that can
be finely tuned for different situations. This requires a situation model to support evolution of situations’
specifications and to be able to maintain consistency between original and evolving specifications.
These applications can also have different degrees of significance to the system, user, or environment.
Some applications can only be triggered if a situation is critical and the confidence of identifying this situation
is high; for example in a smart home environment, an application could be to make the emergence call when
the house is in a fire or electrical accident or the occupant suffers heart attack. This type of applications will
be triggered if these hazardous situations are inferred, even if inferred with a lower confidence relative to
other situations. The situation model must not only be able to handle uncertainty, but also be informative
about inference results; that is, what situations are most likely to happen while what situations are possible
or impossible to happen [80].
This section has introduced the basic elements of information flow in pervasive computing: sensors,
contexts, situations, and applications. It has described the research on situation identification and the
impact of the characteristics of sensors and applications on this research. In the following, we will provide an
overview of the existing techniques that have been popularly applied in the research of situation identification.
3. Situation Identification Techniques
Situation identification techniques have been studied extensively in pervasive computing, and here we
highlight those techniques we consider to show the most promise. Figure 2 shows the development of the
situation identification techniques and their correlation to the increasing complexity of problem descriptions.
Figure 2: Development of the main situation identification techniques corresponding to the increasing complexity of problem
descriptions

3.1. Specification-based Approaches
In the early stages, situation identification research starts when there are a few sensors whose data
are easy to interpret and the relationships between sensor data and situations are easy to establish. The
6

research consists mainly of specification-based approaches that represent expert knowledge in logic rules
and apply reasoning engines to infer proper situations from current sensor input. These approaches have
developed from earlier attempts in first-order logic [46, 111] towards a more formal logic model [80] that aims
to support efficient reasoning while keeping expressive power, to support formal analysis, and to maintain
the soundness and completeness of a logical system. With their powerful representation and reasoning
capabilities, ontologies have been widely applied [23, 113, 127, 148]. Ontology-based approaches can be
considered complementary to formal logic approaches in that ontology can provide a standard vocabulary
of concepts to represent domain knowledge, specifications and semantic relationships of situations defined
in formal logic approaches and provide full fledged reasoning engines to reason on them following axioms
and constraints specified in formal logic approaches.
As more and more sensors are deployed in real-world environments for a long term experiment, the
uncertainty of sensor data starts gaining attention. To deal with the uncertainty, traditional logic-based
techniques need to be incorporated with other probabilistic techniques [32]:
certainty = Σni=1 wi µ(xi )

(1)

where certainty is the certainty associated with an inferred situation, n is the number of conditions that
contribute to identification of this situation, wi is the weight on a certain condition, and µ(xi ) is the degree
that the condition is satisfied by the current sensor data.
The above general formula uncovers two issues in situation identification. First, the satisfaction of a
condition is not crisply either true or false, which should take into account the imprecision of sensor data.
Fuzzy logic, with its strength in dealing with imprecision, has been applied to solving this issue [3]. Secondly,
not every condition contributes to identifying a situation to the same degree, so the problem becomes how
to identify the significance of each evidence, how to resolve conflicting evidences, and how to aggregate
evidences. Evidence theories like Dempster-Shafer Theory have been used to solve this problem [58, 90].
3.2. Learning-based Approaches
Moving towards the right hand side of Figure 2, advances in sensor technologies boosts the deployment
of a broad range of sensors, which however undermine the performance of specification-based approaches. It
is less feasible to only use expert knowledge to define proper specifications of situations from a large number
of noisy sensor data. To address this problem, techniques in machine learning and data mining are borrowed
to explore association relations between sensor data and situations. A large amount of the research has been
conducted in the area of activity recognition in smart environments recently.
A series of Bayesian derivative models are popularly applied, including Naı̈ve Bayes [106, 129] and
Bayesian networks [44, 111] with the strength in encoding causal (dependence) relationships, and Dynamic
Bayesian Networks [136], Hidden Markov Models [53, 143] and Conditional Random Fields [134, 137] with
the strength in encoding temporal relationships. Inspired from the language modelling, grammar-based
approaches like (stochastic) context free grammars are applied to representing the complex structural semantics of processes in hierarchical situations [96, 117, 132]. Decision trees [10, 77], Neural Networks [145],
and Support Vector Machines [65, 104] as another branch in machine learning techniques, which are built on
information entropy, have also been used to classify sensor data into situations based on features extracted
from sensor data.
Even though the above learning techniques have achieved good results in situation identification, they
need a large amount of training data to set up a model and estimate their model parameters [130]. When
training data is precious, researchers are motivated to apply web mining techniques to uncover the commonsense knowledge between situations and objects by mining the online documents; that is, what objects are
used in a certain human activity and how significant the object is to identifying this activity [103, 109, 128].
Some unsupervised data mining techniques have been applied as well, including Suffix-tree [49, 50] and
Jeffrey divergence [17, 18].
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4. Specification-based Techniques
Specification-based approaches typically build a situation model with a priori expert knowledge and
then reason on it with input sensor data. This section will introduce the main stream of specification-based
techniques.
4.1. Logic Programming
The key underlying assumption of formal logic approaches is that knowledge about situations can be
modularised or discertised [80]. The goal of these approaches is to provide a theoretical foundation for
building a situation-aware system with the capabilities of (1) formally representing logic specifications of
situations; (2) verifying the integrity and consistency of situation specifications in a rule base; and (3)
extending existing systems to be able to incorporate more sensor data and recognise more situations.
This strand of work starts from using predicate logic in defining situations, including Ranganathan
et al [111], Henricksen et al [55], Gu et al [45, 46], to name a few. These works take the initiative in
considering situations as the abstraction of sensor data that would be more influential on applications.
They have worked on how to define situations in simple logical formulas using purely expert knowledge.
Take an example from Henricksen and Indulska [55], which defines an Occupied situation when a person is
detected to be engaged in an event that generally should not be interrupted; for example, ‘in meeting’ or
‘taking call’. This situation is specified in the following code:
Occupied(person) = ∃t1 , t2 , event|engagedin(person, event, t1 , t2 )·
((t1 ≤ timenow() ∧ (timenow() ≤ t2 ∨ isnull(t2 )))∨
((t1 ≤ timenow() ∨ isnull(t1 )) ∧ timenow() ≤ t2 )))∧
(event = ”inmeeting” ∨ event = ”takingcall”)
These initial works have been advanced to a more formal approach by Loke et al [15, 78, 79, 80]. They
have proposed a declarative approach to represent and reason with situations at a high level of abstraction.
This approach is based on the logical programming language that embeds situation programs in Prolog,
which provides developers a high level of programming and reasoning on situations. For example [79],
if in_meeting_now(E) then
with_someone_now(E) ,
has_entry_for_meeting_in_diary(E) .
if with_someone_now(E) then
location*(E, L) , people_in_room*(L, N) , N > 1.
if has_entry_for_meeting_in_diary(E) then
current_time*(T1) ,
diary*(E, ’meeting’, entry(StartTime, Duration)) ,
within_interval(T1, StartTime, Duration) .
In the above situation program, a situation in meeting now of a user entity E is defined on two situations with someone now and has entry for meeting in diary. Each of these situations has its own
program that is defined on sensor predicates; for example, with someone now refers to two sensor predicates: location*(E, L) that returns the location of the entity, and people in room*(L, N) that returns
the number of people in the location. In this way, situation programs are made amenable to formal analysis,
and the inference procedure of reasoning about situations is decoupled from the acquisition procedure of
sensor readings. This modularity and separation of concerns facilitates the development of context-aware
systems [79]. Based on situation programs, developers can perform meta-level reasoning over them, including determining the most likely current situation, specifying relations on situations (such as composition and
concurrency), deciding appropriate situation-driven behaviours, and evaluating soundness and completeness
of situation programs [78].
8

Mature logic theories in other disciplines have also been used. For example, situation calculus (also called
situation theory) [87, 88] has long been a staple of AI research. It is a logic language to AI, where a situation
is considered as a snapshot of the real world at some instant. It is designed to specify and implement a
dynamical system in that it has a capability in representing and reasoning on actions that lead to situation
changes [73]. With its solid foundation in logic and power in expressing rich semantics, it has been borrowed
to study situations in pervasive computing [64, 72, 94].
4.2. Spatial and Temporal Logic
As pointed out by Cook et al, very little can be done without an explicit or implicit reference to where
and when the meaningful situations occurred [29]. Spatial and Temporal logic is a well established area of
AI, which has been applied to representing and reasoning on spatial and temporal features and constraints
of context and situations.
Augusto et al introduce the temporal operators ANDlater and ANDsim in Event-Condition-Action rules,
upon which temporal knowledge on human activities can be specified [6]. The following rule specifies a
situation of a user ‘fainting’, where the sensor event at kitchen on represents the activation of the RFID
sensors in the kitchen, tkRK on represents the activation of the RFID sensor while the user is passing through
the door between the kitchen and the reception area, and no movement detected represents no detection of
any movement [6].
IF at_kitchen_on ANDlater tdRK_on ANDlater no_movement_detected
THEN assume the occupant has fainted
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Figure 3: Thirteen temporal relations [41]
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homes [41]. Allen’s Temporal Logic is utilised to describe, constrain, and reason on temporal sequences
I2 diI3 and I3 oI3 then I1 {o, fi, di}I3
between two events, as shown in Figure 3. For example, given the following events: the door to the room
A set of possible relations such as {o, fi, di} is also called a non-atomic Allen
relation.
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Non-atomic Allen relations provide a way to express uncertainty (which we
discuss in detail in Section 5). Although in principle any subset of the 13 Allen
relations is a non-atomic Allen relation, it is often the case that a non-atomic
Allen relation is a set of relations that is connected under the neighbourhood
relation. Whether or not a relation is a neighbour of another relation depends
on the conceptual distance between the relations.

is opened (I1 ) before the person is in the room (I2 ) and the sensor is triggered (I3 ) during the person’s
presence in the room, then the composition of these events suggests that the door is opened before the sensor
is triggered, which is inferred as follows: I1 < I2 and I2 di I3 then I1 < I3 , where di indicates the temporal
relationship ‘duration’. Region Connection Calculus is used to describe spatial relationships between regions
and spatial arrangement of objects in the regions. For example, ‘externally connected to’– EC(living room,
Spatiotemporal Reasoning for Smart Homes
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hallway), and ‘tangential proper part of’ – TPP(sofa, living room). Distance properties can be combined
with these topological relations between regions and movement trajectory primitives, which are used to
describe primitive activity patterns so that more sophisticated activity patterns can be distinguished. For
example in Figure 4, the top box represents a characterised movement trajectory. After combining with
region and distance primitives, this trajectory can imply two different activity patterns: a hectic running
to and fro in the passage (as shown in Figure 4 (a)) and a systematic searching in the lounge (as shown in
Figure 4 (b)).
characterised movement trajectory

Fig. 9. Two different activity patterns: the left hand side shows a goal-oriented
behaviour; by contrast, the right hand side shows a seeking-like pattern
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side it shows a large arc around the lounge (extending even the large light cone).
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exemplar rule on the activity ‘sleeping’ is taken from the work by [45]:

elder’s cognitive status. Figure 8 from [25] shows a number of jointly exhaustive

(?user rdf:type socam:Person),
and pairwise disjoint pattern-primitives using which it is possible to characterise
(?user, socam:locatedIn,
trajectories.socam:Bedroom),
Whereas trajectories which are made up of T LT (6) and T LT (14)
(?user, socam:hasPosture, ‘LIEDOWN’),

relations show rather goal-oriented patterns, chaotic activities of confused elderly
10 show more compact movements as
are related to T LT (1) and T LT (9) which
when running to and fro. Combinations of these primitives allow arbitrarily long
activity patterns to be characterised. Figure 9 shows two examples.
The characterisation of activity patterns can be improved by topological relations between regions and pattern primitives, in that there is a difference whether
a T LT (9)-relation is contained in a region or extends outside that same region
(compare Figure 10). In the former case such a relation could indicate a hectic

(socam:Bedroom, socam:lightLevel, ‘LOW’),
(socam:Bedroom, socam:doorStatus, ‘CLOSED’)
-> (?user socam:status ’SLEEPING’)
Ontologies with the representation formalisms can be used to support reasoning, including (1) detecting
inconsistency; (2) deriving new knowledge [13]. When developers have built ontologies, an ontological
reasoner can be used to check consistency in a class hierarchy and consistency between instances; that is,
whether a class being a subclass of two classes that are declared as disjoint; or whether two instances are
contradictory to each other; for example, a person being in two spatially disjoint locations at the same time.
Given the current sensor data, the reasoner will derive a new set of statements. In the above ‘sleeping’
example, if the reasoner is based on a forward-chaining rule engine, it can match the conditions of this rule
against the sensor input. If all the conditions are satisfied, the reasoner will infer the conclusion of the rule.
The reasoning will terminate if the status of the user is inferred, when the status of the user is set to be the
default inference goal in this reasoner.
Another example of using ontologies in activity recognition is given by [115], as shown in Figure 5.
Instead of using ontologies to infer activities, they use the ontologies to validate the result inferred from
statistical techniques. In Figure 5, the top box provides the pre-defined knowledge; that is, the relationships
between the domain concepts including rooms, objects, and activities. For example, the symbolic location
‘RestRoom’ is defined as is-a ‘Room’ with a ‘Sink’, and the other symbolic location ‘LivingRoom’ is-a
‘Room’ without a ‘WaterFixture’, while a ‘Sink’ is-a a ‘WaterFixture’. An activity ‘BrushTeeth’ is defined
as is-a ‘PersonalActivity’ and must be performed in a location with a ‘Sink’. Based on this pre-defined
knowledge, the ontological reasoner can derive a set of locations where the activity ‘BrushTeeth’ can be
performed, as shown in the bottom box. Assume that the sensors report the user’s current location as
‘LivingRoom’ and a statistical technique infers the current possible activities as {(BrushTeeth 0.6), (Reading,
0.5)}. Filtered with the new derived knowledge, the system will derive the activity ’Reading’ as the inference
result, even though ’BrushTeeth’ has the highest probability.
RestRoom ⊑ Room ⊓

∃ hasArtifact.Sink
¬∃ hasArtifact.WaterFixture

LivingRoom ⊑ Room ⊓
Sink ⊑ WaterFixture

BrushTeeth ⊑PersonalActivity ⊓

∀performedIn.(∃hasArtifact.Sink)

√
performedIn(BrushTeeth, LivingRoom) ×
performedIn(BrushTeeth, RestRoom)

Figure 5: An example of the use of ontologies in deriving new facts

Ontologies have also been used in modelling complex concepts and reasoning on their relationships such
as Video events [83, 100, 118] and complicated activities [12, 23, 31, 46, 84, 97, 124, 140, 146]. Nevatia et
al introduce a formal language for describing an ontology of events, called the Video Event Representation
Language, VERL [100]. This representation of video events aims to support tasks like video surveillance,
video browsing, and content-based video indexing. Yau et al [146] develop a situation ontology, which
incorporates rich semantics (including time constraint) in writing logical specifications of situations.
Beyond the semantic enrichment at a conceptual level, ontologies can also serve as an effective basis for
the development of knowledge-centric software; for example, agent frameworks and middleware for contextaware systems [24, 67, 70]. Chen et al. [24] propose a layered conceptual architecture for semantic smart
homes. The novelty of this architecture is that there exists a Semantic layer and an Intelligent Service layer
between the Data and Application layers. The Semantic layer achieves data interoperability and machine
understandability by using ontologies to provide a homogeneous view over heterogeneous data, while the
Intelligent Service layer delivers the capability of interoperability and high level automation by exploiting
semantics and descriptive knowledge in the ontologies.
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All the above logical approaches including ontologies are a formal approach of representing semantics of
context and situations – the knowledge box in Figure 1. A considerable amount of knowledge engineering
effort is expected in constructing the knowledge base, while the inference is well supported by mature
algorithms and rule engines. For example, Gu et al use a forward-chaining rule engine in performing
reasoning, which is based on a standard RETE algorithm [45].
4.4. Fuzzy Logic
The theory of fuzzy sets is widely used to deal with uncertainty of vagueness, which is represented in
a membership function – to what degree an element belongs to a fuzzy set [154]. There are three kinds
of interpretations of (fuzzy) degree of a membership function. It could be the degree of similarity that
represents the degree of proximity of the element to prototype elements of the fuzzy set. The elements
are grouped by their relative proximity to each prototype. It could also be the degree of preference that
represents an intensity of preference in favour of one over some other possible choices. The third type of
interpretation is the degree of possibility that a parameter (variable) has a certain value.
In pervasive computing, fuzzy logics are used to map sensor data to linguistic variables that make sense to
human social or conceptual settings [32] and to evaluate the similarity degree of concepts [3]. A probability
value reflects the reliability of data, which can be provided from the domain expert, or obtained from the
user experience. It allows imprecise knowledge to be modelled, such that an approximation of a numerical
value, or a vague information is expressed. For example in the domain of Temperature, fuzzy functions
on temperature terms like ‘cold’, ‘lukewarm’, and ‘warm’ can be mapped to a (possibly overlapping) range
of temperature degrees. A temperature degree 15◦ C could be evaluated against these fuzzy functions and
inferred as ‘cold’ with the fuzzy value 0.3, ‘lukewarm’ with 1.0, and ‘warm’ with 0.1. It is the preferred way
to deal with knowledge numerically provided by measuring devices, and knowledge symbolically expressed
by a human observer [56]. Fuzzy logic supports the operations including intersection, union, complement
and modifier of fuzzy sets.
Delir et al have introduced fuzzy functions to characterise sensor data; to what degree the input sensor
data (e.g., the systolic or diastolic blood pressure) matches to the linguistic variables (e.g., low, normal, or
high) that are used in situation definitions (e.g., hypotension, normal, or hypertension) [32]. Anagnostopoulos et al [3] apply fuzzy inference on a conceptual hierarchy of situational context ontologies, as shown in
Figure 6. These ontologies describe and interpret the specific contextual information (such as Temporal,
Spatial, and Artefact context) associated with the user situation (such as ‘Meeting’, ‘Formal Meeting’, and
‘Jogging’). The inference process is to find a situation that is most similar to the current unknown situation
by evaluating the similarity of the specifications of situations in the knowledge base and the current context
input. A fuzzy function is applied to evaluate the degree of membership in a situational involvement that
refers to the degree of belief that a user is involved in a recognised/estimated situation [152].. This situational involvement measurement will be used to help a system to decide whether or which tasks should be
executed to react to the inferred situation.
4.5. Evidence Theory
Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) [33, 121, 122] is a mathematical theory of evidence, which propagates
uncertainty values and consequently provides an indication of the certainty of inferences. The core concepts
of DST are the mass functions, the frame of discernment and combination rules. Mass functions distribute
belief from sensors across choices or hypotheses in the frame of discernment. The combination rule is used
to to fuse belief from multiple sources.
As a generalised probability approach, DST has distinct features: it quantifies and preserves ignorance
due to the lack of information and it aggregates beliefs when new evidence is accumulated. One of its
important aspects is the combination of evidence obtained from multiple sources and the modelling of
conflict between them. As for the model itself, the significant innovation of DST is that it allows for the
allocation of a probability mass to sets or intervals. Unlike probabilistic techniques, it does not force belief
to be allocated to singletons, but only allocated belief according to the knowledge available. The model is
designed to cope with varying levels of precision regarding the information and no further assumptions are
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textual information. Moreover, there are relations among
local pieces of context (e.g., the user location is also her
PDA location) as well as relations among concepts (e.g.,
generalization). Specifically, the local pieces of context used
to describe a situation are as follows:

ager concept).
Moreover, the compatibility relation between hi, hj concepts when they hold in the time intervals t1, t2 respectively,
has the form:
OVERLAPðt1 ; t2 Þ ! TRUEðhi ; t1 Þ ^ TRUEðhj ; t2 Þ
^ COMPATIBLEðhi ; hj Þ:

• Spatial local context: It describes information about a
place, in which a person acts (e.g., office, meeting room,
staff room, in a car), the number of persons present at a
certain place (e.g., alone, crowded), what personal pieces
of context such persons have (e.g., room only for

The overlap relation between the time intervals guarantees that the truth entailment of the compatible hi, hj concepts holds at exactly the same time interval. For
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Fig. 2. Situational context ontology.

Figure 6: Situational context ontology [3]

needed to represent the information. This is potentially valuable for the evaluation of risk and reliability in
engineering applications when it is not possible to obtain a precise measurement from experiments, or when
knowledge is obtained from expert elicitation.
With its strengths in quantifying uncertainty and distributing belief, DST has been applied in activity
recognition, such as [58, 90, 93, 121, 155]. The basic premise of using DST for situation identification is
as follows: sensor readings are used as evidence of higher level states or context within an activity model;
and these states are fused to determine more complex and higher level states until the level of belief in the
activities of interest is determined [93]. We will take the work of [58] as an example to illustrate the use of
DST in activity recognition.
The process of using DST is described as follows. First of all, developers need to apply expert knowledge
to construct an evidential network that describe how sensors lead to activities. The left-hand side of Figure 7
describes that the sensors on the cup and fridge (e.g., scup and sf ri) are connected to context information
(e.g., ‘cup’ and ‘fridge’), while the context information can be further inferred or composed to higher-level
context (e.g., juice and cup, juice). The composition of context information points to an activity (e.g.,
‘Making cold drink’) at the top.
Secondly, developers need to determine the evidence space and degree of belief for each evidence. As
shown in the right-hand side of Figure 7, from the bottom the mass function represent the belief distribution
on characterised sensor observations (e.g., the possible sensor values on ‘sfri’ are sf ri and ¬sf ri. The
uncertainty of sensor observations is quantified in the discounted mass functions. Then the degrees of
belief on sensor observations will be translated into the degrees of belief on the associated object context
node (e.g., ‘fridge’) by using the multi-valued mapping: {sf ri → f ridge}, {¬sf ri → ¬f ridge}, and
{sf ri, ¬sf ri → f ridge, ¬f ridge}. The context can be lifted to higher-level context (e.g, f ridge → juice),
while the mass function on the original context will be propagated to the higher-level context through an
evidential mapping: {f ridge} → {({juice}, 0.9), ({juice, ¬juice}, 0.1)}; that is, when the sensor on the
fridge fires, the probability that the user takes the juice is 90%. An equally weighted sum operator is applied
to sum the belief distributions on component context nodes when they lead to a composite node ({cup} and
{juice} to {cup, juice}). Dempster’s combination formula is applied when aggregating context nodes to an
activity node. In Figure 7, the activity node ‘Making cold drink’ is resulted from a single composite context
node, so the mass function on the activity is the belief function on the context node.
McKeever et al extend this work with a more comprehensive modelling of sensor quality, the incorporation
of temporal features of activities, and multiple evidence fusion operators. They take into accounts sensor
data quality such as dynamic time decays and fuzzy imprecise state [92]. They use the duration of an activity
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translating to an activity with Dempster's combination rule
mmaking cold drink ({Making cold drink})
= m(cup, juice)({(cup, juice})= 0.903

Making cold drink

summing up on a composite context with equally weighted operators
m(cup, juice)({(cup, juice})
= (mcup({cup}) + mjuice({juice}))/2 = (0.95+0.885)/2 = 0.903

cup, juice

cup

scup

juice

inferring a context from other context with evidential mapping
(given that {fridge} ⟶ {({juice}, 0.9),({juice, ¬ juice}, 0.1)})
mjuice({juice}) =mfri({fri}) * m({fri} ⟶{juice}) = 0.95 * 0.9 = 0.855

fridge

translating mass function from sensors to context
mfri({fridge}) =mr_sfri({sfri}) = 0.95
mfri({fridge, ¬fridge}) =mr_sfri({sfri, ¬sfri}) = 0.05

discounting sensor evidence
mr_sfri({sfri}) = 0.95, mr_sfri({sfri, ¬sfri}) = 0.05
sfri
mass function - evidence on sensor nodes
msfri({sfri}) = 1

Figure 7: The use of Dempster-Shafer Theory

as the basis to extend the lifetime of lower-level evidence (e.g., sensor, context, or lower-level activity) and
then fuse them in a time extended mass function [90].
The advantages of using DST in activity recognition are (1) it is able to represent multiple types of
uncertainty; (2) it is human-understandable and explainable for how a system recognises activities. However,
this technique heavily relies on expert knowledge in that the evidential hierarchy needs to be pre-defined and
the uncertainty of sensor data needs to be either provided by experts or derived from sensor manufacturers.
When the quality of sensors is not well known or there are a tremendous number of sensors, this approach
may suffer from incomplete subjective expert knowledge or the requirement of a huge amount of knowledge
effort from experts.
In summary, both fuzzy logic and evidence theory that are used in situation identification are applied
on top of a specification-based approach. A hierarchy of concepts is needed to use Fuzzy logic to evaluate
the similarity contexts and situations, while a hierarchy of sensor data leading to activities is needed to
apply Evidence theory in propagating and aggregating beliefs of evidences from sensor data up to activities.
Alternatively, these two approaches tackle the uncertainty issue in a quantifiable way while the traditional
logic-based approaches cannot, which is described in Equation (1) as shown in Section 3: quantifying the
satisfaction degree of conditions in a logical specification of a situation, determining the weight of each
condition, and accumulating evidences on each condition.
5. Learning-based Techniques
Specifying and identifying situations can have a large variability depending on factors such as time,
location, individual users, and working environments [60]. This makes specification-based approaches relying
on models of a priori knowledge impractical to use. Machine learning techniques have been widely applied
to learning complex associations between situations and sensor data. Referring to the information flow as
shown in Figure 1 of section 2, the knowledge base between sensor data and inferred situations can be
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acquired from learning processes, especially correlations of relevant contexts. This section will introduce the
main stream of work in learning-based techniques.
5.1. Naı̈ve Bayes
Bayesian classification techniques, including Naive Bayes and Bayesian (belief) networks, are based on
Bayes’ theorem:
P (X | H)P (H)
P (H | X) =
,
P (X)
where X is considered as evidence to support the hypothesis H, P (X) and P (H) are the prior probabilities
of X and H, and P (X | H) is the posterior (conditional) probability of X conditioned on H.
Naive Bayes is a simple classification model that applies Bayes theorem with the strong conditional
independence assumption; that is, given the output classification, all the input attributes or features that
characterise the evidence are conditionally independent of one another. Considering the above Bayes’ theorem, if the evidence X is made up of many attributes, then the computation on the posterior probability
P (X | H) would be very expensive. The independence premise can reduce the computation by
P (X | H) =

n
Y

p(xk | H),

k=1

where xk is the value on one of the attributes or features.
Naive Bayes has been used extensively [10, 81, 98, 106, 129, 136]. For example, Muhlenbrock et al apply
Naive Bayes in learning user activities and user availability. The evidence X is characterised by a set of
independent context attributes, including the user’s PC usage, phone usage, ambient sound, co-location with
other anonymous users, time of the day, and current location. The hypotheses are user activities (e.g., using
PC, discussing, or meeting) and user availability (e.g., available for a quick question, or not at all). The
estimation of the probabilities in the Naive Bayes depends on the type of attribute values: categorical or
continuous. Here since all the attribute values are categorical, the probability parameters are estimated by
counting the numbers of occurrences of each activity with different context values. If the attribute values are
continuous, other techniques or models (e.g., Gaussian distribution model) need to be applied to characterise
the attribute values [51]. The inference process within the Naı̈ve Bayes is straightforward; that is, to choose
an activity with the maximum posteriori probability.
In theory, Naı̈ve Bayes have the minimum error rate in comparison to the other classifiers like decision
trees and neural network classifiers [51]. In practice, they can also produce comparable classification accuracies, while their performance might degrade when the attribute independence assumption is broken or
there is a lack of available probability data. For example, if a certain attribute xk does not support the
hypothesis H in the training data, then the probability p(xk | H) will be zero, which results in the lack of
available probability for xk when it appears in the testing data.
5.2. Bayesian Networks
When there exist dependencies between attributes, Bayesian (belief) networks can be applied to substitute Naive Bayes. A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph in which each node represents a variable
that can be discrete or continuous, and each arc is the causal relationship between nodes. If there is an arc
from a node A to another node B, then A is called a parent of B, implying that the variable B is regarded
depending directly on A. In this sense, Naive Bayes models can be viewed as Bayesian networks in which
each input attribute has an output classification as the sole parent and the classification has no parents.
In a Bayesian network, if a node does not have a parent, then it is called root. Each root node is
associated with an a priori probability. Each non-root node is associated with a conditional probability
distribution (CPD). If the variables are discrete, then the CPD is represented with a conditional probability
table (CPT) given all possible combinations of their parent nodes: p(x | parent(x)), where parent(x) is a
parent set of a node x. To use Bayesian networks, human experts usually apply their understanding of the
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direct conditional dependencies between attributes to help in the network design. The probability estimation
and inference are similar to that in Naive Bayes.
Bayesian networks have been applied in many context-aware systems, such as that proposed by Gu et al [44],
Ding et al [36], Ranganathan et al [111], Acellular et al [1], Truong et al [131], and Ye et al [149]. Figure 8
presents a Bayesian network in the work of [44]. The leaf node in this network is the deduced activity
node – Tom’s current activity, which depends on several contexts, including his location, the living room’s
lighting level and noise level, the status and location of other people, number of person in his house, his
profile (Birthday), etc. In this Bayesian network, the causal relationship exists between the status context
of Alice and her location and the status of the micro oven, which breaks the independence assumption in
Naive Bayes and thus cannot be modelled in it.
Location(Alice,Kitchen)
Status(MicroOven,On)
NumberOfPerson(House,10)
Location(John,LivingRoom)
NoiseLevel(LivingRoom,High)

Status(Alice,Cooking)

Location(Tom,LivingRoom)

LightingLevel(LivingRoom,High)

Birthday(Tom,TODAY)

DeducedActivity(Tom, Birthday)

Figure 8: An example of a Bayesian network structure [44]

As presented, Bayesian networks provide a clear and well understood method for incorporating how the
likelihood of a possibility of event is conditioned on another event. They are best suited to applications
where there is no need to represent ignorance, where conditioning is easy to extract through probabilistic
representation and prior odds are available. Similar to Naive Bayes, they may lack credibility due to the
unavailability of estimates [57].
5.3. Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a statistical model where a system being modelled is assumed to
be a Markov chain that is a sequence of events. As shown in Figure 9, an HMM is composed of a finite
set of hidden states (e.g., st−1 , st , and st+1 ) and observations (e.g., ot−1 , ot , and ot+1 ) that are generated
from states. HMM is built on three assumptions: (1) each state depends only on its immediate predecessor,
(2) each observation variable only depends on the current state, and (3) observations are independent from
each other [110]. In an HMM, there are three types of probability distributions: (1) priori probabilities over
initial states p(si ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n is the number of states; (2) state transition probabilities p(st | st−1 );
and (3) observation emission probabilities p(ot | st ). The joint probability of a paired observation and state
sequences is calculated as:
T
Y
p(s, o) =
p(st | st−1 )p(ot | st )
t=1

where si and oi are a sequence of states and observations respectively.
The training of a HMM is performed using the Baum-Welch algorithm [11, 141]. It is a generalised
Expectation Maximisation algorithm that can compute maximum likelihood estimates for the probability
parameters for a HMM given the observations as training data [4]. The activity recognition in a HMM
is a process of choosing a sequence of states that ‘best’ explains the input observation sequence, which is
performed in the Viterbi algorithm [110].
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Figure 9: The graphical representation of a HMM [137]

HMMs have been a popular model in the domain of activity recognition [27, 37, 53, 95, 137, 143]. van
Kasteren et al. [137] construct a HMM where each state represents a single activity (e.g., ‘prepare dinner’,
‘go to bed’, ‘take shower’, and ‘leave house’). They represent observations in three types of characterised
sensor data that are generated in each activity, which are raw sensor data, the change of sensor data, the last
observed sensor data, and the combination of them. The HMM is training to obtain the three probability
parameters, where the priori probability of an activity represents the likelihood of the user starting from
this activity; the state transition probabilities represent the likelihood of the user changing from one activity
to another; and the observation emission probabilities represent the likelihood of the occurrence of a sensor
observation when the user is conducting a certain activity.
Atallah and Yang have given a comprehensive review on standard and derivative HMMs including coupled, hierarchical, and parametric HMMs. Here we will highlight their findings, while more details can be
found in [4]. A problem with the use of a standard HMM for activity detection is that due to the first order
Markov assumption (a state depending only on the previous one) the probability of an event state being
observed for a certain interval of time declines exponentially with the length of the interval. Also the probability that there is a change in the hidden state does not depend on the amount of time that has elapsed
since entry into the current state, which could be an important parameter in modelling human activities.
To model the priori duration of an event state, Hongeng et al augment an HMM to a semi-HMM, where the
hidden process is semi-Markovian. This semi-HMM performs better at approximating visual primary and
composite activities [59].
Another drawback of using a standard HMM is that its lack of hierarchical modelling for representing
human activities. To deal with this issue, several other HMM alternatives have been proposed, such as
hierarchical and abstract HMMs. Fine et al have extended HMMs to a hierarchical-HMM (or layeredHMM), which includes a hierarchy of hidden states [38, 101]. Each of the hidden states in this model
can be considered as an ‘autonomous’ probabilistic model on its own; that is, each hidden state is also a
hierarchical HMM. Each state generates sequences by a recursive activation of one of the sub-states of a
state. The process of the recursive activation ends when a special state (i.e., a production state) is reached.
A vertical transition in a hierarchical HMM is the activation of a sub-state by an internal state, whereas a
horizontal transition refers to a state transition within the same level.
Bui et al have extended HMMs to an abstract-HMM, who use a hierarchical structure for probabilistic
plan recognition [19]. The bottom part of this model consists of hidden states and observations as in a
typical HMM. However, the states are linked to abstract policy (or activity) variables which are placed in a
hierarchy. Flag variables are used to indicate whether the current policy or activity continues or terminates
in the next time step. Abstract HMMs have been used successfully for learning hierarchical models of
indoor activity and performed better than flat models. They have also been used to represent and recognise
complex behaviours from trajectory data. The underlying problem with both abstract and layered HMMs
is that the state space can be very large, augmenting the number of parameters in the transition model.
5.4. Conditional Random Fields
HMMs generally assume that all observations are independent, which could possibly miss long-term
trends and complex relationships. CRFs, on the other hand, eliminate the independence assumptions by
modelling the conditional probability of the state sequence p(s | o) rather than the joint probability of
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the states [134]. This allows CRFs to incorporate complex features of the observation sequence o without
violating the independence assumption of observations as required in HMMs.
...

St-1

St

St+1

Ot-1

Ot

Ot+1

...

Figure 10: A graphical representation of a linear-chain CRF [137] – note the undirected edges compared to figure 9

CRFs are undirected graphical models, as shown in Figure 10. The conditional probability p(s | o) is
computed in terms of cliques and clique potentials rather than the product of conditional distributions as in a
directed model. Here, a clique consists of an edge between two adjacent states st−1 and st as well as the edge
between these two states and the set of observations o [134]. A clique potential function, ψ(t, st−1 , st , o),
computes a value analogous to the probability that the variables in its corresponding clique take on a given
configuration. The potential function takes the form of exp(ω.f (t, st−1 , st , o)), where f is a feature function
that is designed to capture useful domain information and ω is the weight of the feature function. The
conditional probability of a CRF is yielded in the following form:
p(s | o) =

T
1 Y
exp(ω.tf (t, st−1 , st , o))
Z t=1

Z = Σs

T
Y

exp(ω.f (t, st−1 , st , o)).

t=1

In the above formula, feature functions are defined by experts and weights need to be learned from
training data using an iterative gradient method like Limited Memory BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno) [76]. The inference can be performed similarly to the Viterbi algorithm [137].
A body of work has applied CRFs in activity recognition, including [35, 75, 133, 134, 137]. We take the
example from [134] to illustrate the use of CRF by focusing on the definition of feature functions. Vail et al
apply the CRF in a robot tag application where a seeker robot attempts to tag its closest neighbour robot
and transfers the seeker role to the tagged robot. In this CRF model, the observations are a sequence of
two-dimensional positions of each robot in an environment, while the states are represented as the ID of
the current seeker robot. They define intercept feature functions f = I(st = j) (i.e., if st = j then f = 1,
otherwise, f = 0) and transition feature functions f = I(st−1 = i).I(st = j) as a base model, where st
indicates the ID of the seeker robot at the time instance t. On top of them, specialised feature functions
that are transformed from position data are defined, including velocity, distance, and chasing features. For
instance, a distance threshold feature function is introduced as
fr1 ,r2 ,i,j = I(st1 = i).I(st = j).I(distt (r1 , r2 ) ≤ k ∨ distt−1 (r1 , r2 ) ≤ k).I(distt2 (r1 , r2 ) > k)
where r1 and r2 are positions of two robots, distt (r1 , r2 ) are the distance between them at the time instant
t, and k is the distance threshold. This function describes that the change of the seeker role can occur if
two robots are within the threshold distance. This example shows how to incorporate of domain knowledge
in feature functions; that is, linking characterised observations to state transitions. The use of domain
knowledge results in lower error rates in recognising activities than HMMs, as presented in their experiments.
5.5. (Stochastic) Context Free Grammars
Context free grammar (CFG) approaches provide a sound theoretical basis for modeling structured processes. A CFG naturally leads the representation to use concepts recursively, enabling the action to be
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Production Rules
Description
[1.0]
Blackjack
“play game” “determine winner”
[1.0]
play game
“setup game” “implement strategy”
[1.0]
determine winner
“evaluate strategy” “cleanup”
[1.0]
setup game
“place bets” “deal card pairs”
[1.0]
implement strategy
“player strategy”
[0.6]
evaluate strategy
“flip dealer down-card” “dealer hits” “flip player down-card”
[0.4]
evaluate strategy
“flip dealer down-card” “flip player down-card”
[0.5]
cleanup
“settle bet” “recover card”
[0.5]
“recover card” “settle bet”
[0.8]
player strategy
“Basic Strategy”
[0.1]
“Splitting Pair”
[0.1]
“Doubling Down”
[0.5]
place bets
Symbol
Domain-Specific Events (Terminals)
[0.5]
dealer removed card from house
[0.5]
deal card pairs
dealer removed card from player
[0.5]
player removed card from house
[0.8]
Basic strategy
player removed card from player
[0.2]
dealer added card to house
[0.6]
house hits
dealer dealt card to player
[0.4]
player added card to house
[1.0]
Dealer downcard
player added card to player
[1.0]
Player downcard
dealer removed chip
[0.16]
settle bet
player removed chip
[0.16]
dealer pays player chip
[0.16]
player bets chip
[0.16]
[0.18]
[0.18]
[0.25]
recover card
[0.25]
[0.25]
[0.25]
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Both CFGs and SCFGs work well when the structure of the activities of interest is not very complex and
is well known to developers. In complex scenarios involving several agents requiring temporal relations that
are more complex than just sequencing, such as parallelism, overlap, synchrony, it is difficult to formulate the
grammatical rules manually. Learning the rule of the grammar from training data is a promising alternative,
but it has proved to be extremely difficult in the general case [132].
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5.6. Decision Trees
A decision tree is a predictive model where each leaf represents a classification and each branch represents
a conjunction of features that lead to the target classifications. A decision tree is built on information entropy
in that its construction works by choosing a variables at each step that is the next best variable to use in
splitting the set of items. Compared to Bayesian models, a decision tree does not take into account the
dependence assumption or potential temporal sequence between classifications.
One of the main advantages of using a decision tree is that it can generate classification rules that are
easy to understand and explain classification rules. These rules are useful in analysing sensor performances
and feature extraction [10]. [10, 25, 66, 85] have used decision trees in classifying human activities from the
body acceleration data.
Traditional decision trees like C4.5 are efficient in reasoning for relatively small data sets. However, the
efficiency in constructing them is subject to the size of training data, since the construction of these trees
require that the training data reside in memory. Therefore, when they are applied to mining a very large
real-world data sets (millions of entries), they will become inefficient due to swapping of the training data
in and out of main and cache memories [51].
5.7. Neural Networks
(Artificial) Neural networks are a sub-symbolic technique, originally inspired by biological neuron networks. They provide an alternative technique for activity recognition. They can automatically learn the
complex mappings and extract a non-linear combination of features. A neural network is composed of many
artificial neurons that are linked together according to a specific network architecture. Figure 12 shows a
structure of a neural classifier, which consists of an input layer (e.g., u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ), a hidden layer, and
an output layer (e.g., y1 , . . . , yh ). Mappings between input and output features are represented in the
composition of activation functions f at a hidden layer [99], which can be learned through a training process. Yang et al have discussed well known learning algorithms, including a gradient descent optimisation
method [52, 107] and resilient backprogagation algorithms [116].
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3. Activity recognition strategy
To perform activity recognition robustly, reliably, and accurately, we have developed a neural classifier construction scheme.

the correlation between axes, the energy that is used to discriminate sedentary activities from moderate
and vigourous ones, and so on. With three axes, they have 24 features in total, which is considered a
large number of features that will make the computation speed and the training process difficult. Also
considering that some of the features might be redundant, irrelevant or insignificant to the improvement
of recognition accuracy, they choose a subset of the features, which is based on the common principal
component analysis [39, 68, 153] and the k-means clustering technique. This subset of features are used
to construct neural networks for static and dynamic activities respectively. After training with the paired
input features and output activities, they are ready to be used in recognising activities.
The performance of neural networks are affected heavily by the amount of training data [99]. A neural
network is considered a good choice if there is plenty of training data and the problem domain is poorly
understood to derive an approximate model. On the contrary, if the training data does not cover a significant
portion of the operating conditions or if the data is noisy, then neural networks will not perform well.
5.8. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a relatively new method for classifying both linear and nonlinear
data. A SVM uses a nonlinear mapping to transform the original training data into a higher dimension.
Within this new dimension, it searches for the linear optimal separating hyperplane that separates the
training data of one class from another. With an appropriate nonlinear mapping to a sufficiently high
dimension, data from two classes can always be separated. SVMs are good at handling large feature spaces
since they employ overfitting protection, which does not necessarily depend on the number of features [104].
SVMs have been applied in activity recognition by [65, 104]. Kanda et al use SVMs to categorise human
motion trajectories (such as ‘fast walk’, ‘idle walk’, ‘wander’, and ‘stop’) based on their velocity, direction,
and shape features.
5.9. Web Mining
Considering the engineering effort and economical cost in setting up a pervasive computing environment,
training data can be critical or unavailable, which will eliminate the option to use a machine learning
technique. To explore the association between sensor data and situations, recent researchers [43, 103, 109,
128] have applied the web mining techniques to gain this type of knowledge.
Palmes et al use the web mining techniques to extract key terms for each targeted activity from its
collected online ‘howto’ documents, and to determine each term relevance weight for each object. The
assumption underlying this approach is that in most activities of daily living, the lists of relevant objects for
a particular activity are similar and do not vary significantly even when the activity is performed in different
ways. Their results show that the topmost term has the highest relevance for each particular activity. Also
the topmost terms are unique among all the activity models. These two observations form the foundation
of their approach; that is, the topmost terms are used as the key objects to discriminate various activities.
Based on the relevance of objects to an activity, instead of the order of objects, they have applied two
heuristic algorithms MaxGap and Gain to support automatically detecting and segmenting sensor traces.
This approach can work well for non-interleaving activities in a pre-determined list. However, its performance can be undermined (1) if the activities share common key objects; or (2) if the access of objects key
to a certain activity has not been sensed, which could be that key objects have not been associated with
sensors or the sensors on key objects perform poorly.
5.10. Suffix Trees
Hamid et al present an unsupervised framework to discover temporal patterns of finer-grained events
in everyday human activities [49, 50]. Here an activity is defined as a finite sequence of events, while an
event is defined as a particular interaction among a subset of key objects over a finite duration of time. A
key object is an object present in an environment that provides functionalities that may be required for
the execution of an activity of interest [50]. The idea is to extract events from interactions between human
users and key objects, organise events into a Suffix-Tree, and mine the patterns of events in each activity.
A Suffix-Tree enumerates all unique subsequences of events in a certain activity, where any subsequence of
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events from the root node to a non-root node is called a event motif. For example, Figure 13 presents a
Suffix-Tree, where one of the event motifs is {1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 4}, representing ‘Fridge → Stove → Table →
Stove → Table → Stove → Sink’. Here the events are simply represented as as the name of key objects such
as ‘Fridge’ and ’Stove’.
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Figure 13: An example of a Suffix Tree [49]

The activity class discovery method is clustering-based. A completely connected edge-weighted activity
graph is generated, where each node represents an activity instance in a training data set and each edge
represents the similarity between the two connected nodes. The discovery of activity classes is to search for
edge-weighted maximal cliques in the activity graph. The activity recognition process is done by evaluating
the similarity between a given new activity instant and each activity class; that is, calculating the average
similarity degree between this new instance and each activity instance in an activity class and the result
activity class is the one with the highest degree.
The main contribution of this work is an investigation of knowledge representation and manipulation
techniques that can facilitate learning of everyday human activities in a minimally supervised manner.
The usage of Suffix-Trees provides an efficient activity representation capable of analysing event sequences
over the entire continuum of their temporal scale. In this approach, event motifs partially capture the
global structural information of activities. The probabilistic occurrence of event motifs makes it scalable to
environments with sensor noise [49]. However, the way that it rigidly models an activity sequence in event
motifs makes it sensitive to the order of the events [47] and unable to handle an activity with interleaving
or overlapping events.
5.11. Emerging Patterns
An Emerging Pattern (EP) is a type of knowledge pattern that describes significant changes between
two classes of data. An EP is a set of items whose frequency changes significantly from one data set to
another. Given two different classes of data sets D1 and D2 , the growth rate of an itemset X from D1 to
D2 is defined as

0
if supp1 (X) = 0 and supp2 (X) = 0

if supp1 (X) = 0 and supp2 (X) > 0
GrowthRate(X) = 1

 supp2 (X) otherwise
supp1 (X)
where suppi (X) (i = 1, 2) is the support of an itemset X in a data set; i.e., counti (X)/|Di |, counti (X) is
the number of instances in Di containing X. EPs are the itemsets with large growth rates from D1 and D2 .
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Gu et al propose a novel Emerging Patterns based approach to recognise sequential, interleaved and
concurrent activities [43, 47, 48, 138]. For each sequential activity, they collect the instances in the training
data set, while each instance refers to a union of all the sensor observations that belong to the sequential
activity during a continuous period of time. Then they mine a set of EPs for each sequential activity using
the algorithm in [74]. Each EP consists of a collection of characteristic sensor observations; for example, for
the ‘cleaning a dining table’ activity, one of the EPs is ‘location@kitchen, object@plate, object@cleanser,
object@wash cloth’, with a support of 95.24% and a growth rate ∞. It means that the cleanser, plate, and
wash cloth are the common objects which are involved in this activity, and this activity usually occurs in
the kitchen.
To detect a correct activity for a current observation sequence at a time t, they first obtain test instances
for each possible activity Ai , each of which computes the union of all the sensor observation from t to t + LAi
where LAi is the average duration of an activity Ai . Then they apply the test instances in a scoring function
and choose the activity with the highest score. The scoring function is
score(Ai , Aj , St

t+LAi

= c1 .ep score(Ai , St

t+LAi )

+ c2 .coverage score(Ai , St

t+LAi )

+ c3 .P (Ai |Aj ),

where Aj is the activity ends at the time t and St t+LAi is the test instance generated for a current candidate activity Ai . In this scoring function, the sub function ep score computes the degree to which the
test instance is supported by the EPs in the activity Ai , coverage score measures the fraction of irrelevant
observations in a sliding window, and the P (Ai |Aj ) is the activity correlation score; that is, the conditional
probability of the activity Ai given that Aj occurs before.
5.12. Intertransaction Association Rule Minings
Another data mining technique similar to the above EP is Intertransaction Association Rule (IAR). EPs
have the ability to identify the discriminative features between data sets, while IAR mining is concerned
with the discovery of sets of items that frequently occur together within the records of a transactional
database [82].
Lühr et al apply IAR mining to detect abnormal behaviour of occupants in smart home environments.
The IARs allow the one to capture the associative, non-sequential, relationship of events while retaining the
higher level temporal context in which these events occur. One of the IAR examples is
kitchen sink cold water on0 , kitchen sink cold water of f0 , dishwasher open1 , dishwasher closed3 ⇒
dishwasher on3 .
In this rule, the sensor events kitchen sink cold water on and kitchen sink cold water of f are in the
current transaction interval, dishwasher open in the next, and dishwasher closed and dishwasher on three
transactions from now. It implies that the occupant opens the dishwasher, closes it again and then turns
the machine on shortly after having used the cold water faucet in the kitchen sink, which could be a pattern
of the occupant rinsing the dishes.
To gain insight into an occupant’s behaviour, they introduce the use of emergent IARs that display
significant growth rate from one data set to another. Their presence may indicate abnormality evident
as either a previously unseen pattern of events or unusually frequent occurrences of behaviour that would
otherwise be considered normal. They also provide a means to distilling a large number of discovered rules
down to those most useful or interesting ones; for example, 7200 patterns can be distilled down to 150
emergent rules [82].
5.13. Jeffrey Divergence
Jeffrey divergence can be used to separate different observation distributions by calculating the divergence between the histograms of two adjacent observation windows [17, 18]. Brdiczka et al propose an
unsupervised method based on the Jeffrey divergence to detect small group meeting activities (such as
‘discussion’, ‘presentation’, or ‘questions’) from a stream of multimodal observations; that is, audio and
video information of participants in a group meeting, which are recorded with microphones and cameras.
The proposed method first generate histograms of observations from adjacent windows of variable size slid
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from the beginning to the end of a meeting recording. The peaks of Jeffrey divergence curves between the
adjacent histograms can be used to detect distinct distributions of observations, which can be interpreted
as distinct segments of group activities.
The Jeffrey divergence based method is completely unsupervised, which is advantegeous when it is
applied to analyse group activities with an increasing number of participants and pre-unknown activities.
This method provides the first segmentation of small activities in a meeting. These detected segments can
be then used as input for learning and recognising coarser-grained meeting situations such as a small group
meeting or a seminar.
6. Discussion
The previous sections have introduced the main stream of situation identification techniques in details. In
this section, we will provide a qualitative evaluation on them in terms of situation identification at different
levels of abstraction, uncertainty, temporality, knowledge incorporation and derivation, and engineering
effort.
6.1. Summary of Techniques
Compared to the specification-based approaches, one of the most distinguishable features of the learningbased approaches is their ability in uncovering a pattern or correlation underlying data. All these learningbased approaches can be used to extract categorical features from numeric sensor data; for example, learning
movement or motions of human body such as running or walking from acceleration data. They can learn
correlations between a combination of relevant categorical or numeric sensor data) and situations; for example, learning the pattern of how users interacting with sensorised objects when they perform a certain
activity.
Learning Techniques
Naı̈ve Bayes
Bayesian Networks
Hidden Markov Models
Conditional Random Fields
Context Free Grammars
Decision Trees
Neural Networks
Support Vector Machines
Web Mining
Suffix-Trees
Emerging Patterns
Intertransaction Association Rule Mining
Jeffrey Divergence

Supervised
√
√
√
√
√
√

Unsupervised

Static
√
√

Sequential
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

Table 2: Supervised vs. unsupervised and static- vs. sequential-based learning

Most the examined techniques are supervised learning as presented in Table 2, such as Naive Bayes,
Bayesian networks, HMMs, CRFs, and so on. These techniques learn the models and parameters from
training data that usually requires human to label a situation to sensor data that are observed during
the occurrence of this situation. When there exists a large number of situations to be identified in our
daily lives, manual labeling of training data may place a significant burden to developers involved in the
data collection. Therefore, supervised learning techniques may have limitations in real-life deployment
where scalability, applicability, privacy, and adaptability are highly concerned [43]. To tackle this issue,
researchers have employed unsupervised learning approaches. Among them, neural network, suffix-tree,
and Jeffrey divergence can extract features from sensor observations, which are distinguishable from one
situation to another. Web mining techniques are not strictly unsupervised learning in that they perform the
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learning on web documents, rather than on the collected sensor data. The learning results can be directly
used to infer human activities [103] or as a source for other supervised learning techniques [43].
Also these learning techniques can be classified into static- and sequential-based as presented in table 2.
Static-based approaches aim to capture the features of sensor observations during the occurrence of a situation; for example, a Naive Bayes model represents how the different characteristic values of each sensor
observation contribute to identifying a certain situation. In contrast, sequential-based approaches aim to
capture the temporal relationships between sensor observations and those between situations. For example,
a HMM incorporates the sequential order between situations (i.e, p(st |st−1 ) in section 5.3) in the model;
IARs allow to capture the higher-level temporal context in which associative sensor events occur [82]; that
is, elapsing time units between the occurrence of the events. The fact that human activities usually follow
a certain sequential pattern makes the sequential-based approaches more amenable to real world use than
static-based approaches.
6.2. Situation Identification at Different levels of Abstraction

situations

categorical features

continuous numeric data

Figure 14: Situation identification at different levels of abstraction

As discussed in section 2.1, different types of sensor data lead to different techniques to analyse them.
Figure 14 shows situation identifications at different levels of abstraction. First of all, situations can be
recognised directly from continuous numeric data; for example, inferring human motions like ‘walking’ or
‘running’ from acceleration data. Situation identification at this level is usually performed in learning-based
approaches, which uncover complicated associations (e.g., nonlinear) between continuous numeric data and
situations by carving up ranges of numeric data (e.g., decision tree) or finding an appropriate algebraic
function to satisfy or ‘explain’ data (e.g., neural networks or SVMs). Compared to other learning-based
approaches, Bayesian networks, HMMs, CRFs are less capable in learning the patterns of numeric data in
that the parameters in these models, i.e., evidence or observation vectors, are more amenable to categorical
features. Specification-based approaches can apply if the association between sensor data and situations are
rather explicit and representable in logic rules.
Situations can also recognised from categorical features; for example, inferring a room’s situation –
‘meeting’ or ‘presentation’– from the number of persons co-located in the room and the applications running
in the computer installed in the room. This higher-level of situation identification can be performed in both
specification- and learning-based approaches. As stated in section 3, when (1) there exists a relatively smaller
size of sensors, (2) sensor data are relatively accurate, and (3) domain experts have a good understanding
of situations, experts can define logical specifications of situations into logic rules, and the corresponding
inference engines can be applied to perform reasoning. Otherwise, learning-based approaches are needed to
explore the combination pattern of categorical features of sensor data and situations. In addition, similar to
the above low-level of situation identification, a learning-based approach also applies when there is a need
to extract categorical features from continuous numeric data; for example, inferring human activities like
‘watching TV’ or ‘cooking’ from a combination of numeric sensor data like the usage of electrical current
and gas flow.
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6.3. Uncertainty
Dealing with uncertain sensor data is one of the main research issues in situation identification. Specificationbased approaches introduce uncertainty metrics to describe sensor data, including incompleteness, accuracy,
timeliness, and reliability [28, 42, 54, 71]. The concept hierarchy in ontologies are typically used to evaluate
the precision of sensor data against the conditions of rules, as mentioned in section 4.
Uncertainty can also exist in the use of crude or oversimplified rules that are defined in an ad hoc
way [54, 119]. In representing uncertainty of rules, OWL can be extended with conditional probabilistic
class to encode the probability that an instance belongs to a class respectively given that it belongs to
another class [46, 111, 131]. Although good at expressing uncertainty, these qualitative approaches need to
be combined with other techniques like Fuzzy Logic and Evidence theory to quantify the uncertainty to be
used in situation identification. Table 3 lists qualitative approaches in resolving uncertainty. Fuzzy logic
can deal with imprecision through conceptual matching with the help of a pre-defined structure between
concepts and membership functions. A temporal decaying function can be defined as a fuzzy membership
function to discount the confidence of sensor data with time [108, 112]. Evidence theory can deal with
missing sensor data by assigning incompleteness to uncertainty and combine multiple contradictory sensor
sources with a series of mathematical functions.
Learning-based approaches have stronger capability to resolve uncertainty by training with the real-world
data that involves noise. These approaches not only learn associations between sensor data and situations,
but also the effect that the uncertainty of sensor data has on the associations. For example, the conditional
probabilities learned in Naive Bayes includes the reliability of sensor data as well as the contribution of
the characterised sensor data in identifying a situation. However, the incompleteness of sensor data can
undermine the performance of Bayesian approaches including Naive Bayes, Bayesian Networks, and HMMs:
(1) if the sensor data is missing in the training data, then these models will suffer from the lack of available
probabilities in the process of inference; (2) if the sensor data is missing in the testing data, then still the
corresponding probability could be 0. Information-based techniques like Decision trees, neural networks,
and SVMs are less resistant to imperfect sensor data, which are more useful in learning the model. Training
them with noisy data could lead to the overfitting issue. However, decision trees can deal with overfitting
with a post-prunning method, and they, especially C4.5, have been improved with the capability of dealing
with missing values and noisy data including inaccurate and contradictory data [142]. SCFGs can resist to
low-level sensor noise to a certain degree; for example of the production rules in Figure 11, given that the
first input string is ‘a’, the possible hypotheses will be ‘0.A → a.a’ and ‘0.A → a.a.A’, so the expected next
input string would be ‘a’ again. If the next input string is ‘b’, then the SCFG will automatically ignore this
incorrect string and wait for the next one or terminate as a failed parsing.
Techniques
Fuzzy Logic
Evidence Theory
Bayesian Model
Conditional Random Field
Decision Tree
Stochastic Context Free Grammar

Incomplete

Imprecise
√

Inaccurate

Contradictory

Out of date
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√
√

Table 3: Techniques in resolving uncertainty

6.4. Temporality
Temporal implication on situations can provide important clues on the types of current situations [29].
There are three research issues on temporal sequences: (1) how to mine sequential pattern; (2) how to use
temporal features including the mined sequential pattern in reasoning; and (3) how to detect the boundary
where situations change. In the first research issue, a simple way is to locate each pair of events that are
temporally adjacent; that is, what has happened immediately before or after an event [137]. In a further
advance, a state-of-the-art sequential pattern mining algorithm – Apriori [2] – has been used to discover
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frequently-occurring events in certain sequences [62, 63]. For example [62], given two sample sequences
X = ‘AA BB PP BB ZZ CC KK DD UU VV EE’ and Y = ‘AA BB CC GG DD EE’, a sequential
pattern can be mined from them: AA BB CC DD EE. Aztiria et al [7, 8] develop a system called SPUBS
– Sequential Patterns of User Behaviour, which discovers users’ common behaviours and habits from data
recorded by sensors. They first identify the sets of actions that frequently occur together, such as ’Cupboard
on’, ’Cupboard off’, ’Cup on’, and ’Fridge on’. Then they discover the topology among these frequent sets
of actions; for example, an action can occur before another action, certain actions can repetitively occurs
in an activity, and simultaneous actions occur unorderly in an activity. Beyond these qualitative sequential
relationships, SPUBS also supports mining the quantitative relationships; for example, a user turns on the
light of the bathroom 4 seconds after he enters it. Choujaa and Dulay [26] use mutual information [123] to
measure the long-range dependencies between events; that is, a user’s current behaviour might be related
to his past activities at remoter times of the day.
In applying temporal features in situation identification, Ye et al. [147] have demonstrated the potential
for applying temporal features in recognising human activities in a smart home environment. The time of day
temporal feature has been used to semantically interpret timestamps on sensor data; The duration feature
has been used to collect sensor data in a certain period so as to infer an activity [90, 129]. Specificationbased approaches like [5] model the temporal relationships that are acquired from expert knowledge in
rules, where the operators to define temporal relationships are borrowed from the work in the domain of
natural language processing [40]. [114] model the sequences of situations of an automatic cameraman in
Allen’s temporal logic in Figure 3, which have been compiled into a synchronised Petri net for inference; for
example, a situation ‘Starts recording’ meets another situation ‘Lecturer speaks’, and ‘Lecturer speaks’ is
during ‘Someone enters’. Learning-based approaches like HMMs model the transition between situations as
described in Section 5.3; that is, the identification of the current situation depends on its previous situation.
However, they might not be suitable for handling temporal sequences if they are not immediately adjacent,
as introduced in the above paragraph.
Detecting a boundary where a situation changes to another situation is also an important research issue,
which can be used to prevent hazardous situations and take in time actions; for example, detecting a user
from an exercise situation ‘jogging’ to a dangerous situation ‘fainting’. [103] detect the boundary of human
daily activities by discriminating the difference between the weight of objects in two adjacent activities.
[4] suggest that correct recognition of transitional activities and observing inter-subject and intra-subject
differences would offer a clearer idea of situation variation.
6.5. Complexity of Situations
The current situation identification techniques have moved from recognising simple sequential situations
to more situations with more complicated structural features, such as interleaved activities with multiple
users [43, 96, 105, 139].
Activities involving multiple users collaboratively or concurrently are common in our daily lives. People
often form groups to perform certain activity collectively so that they can interact and rely on each other to
achieve specific goals [139]; for example, couples cooking together in a kitchen, or several users performing
pipeline tasks. However, recognising activities of multiple users is far more challenging than recognising
simple sequential activities. Wang et al propose a Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) to recognise
multi-user activities from sensor readings in a smart home environment, as shown in Figure 15. This twochain CHMMs are constructed by bridging hidden states of the two component HMMs with the crosswork
of conditional probabilities Pat |at−1 and Pbt |at−1 . These HMMs represent two sequences of states A and B
for two different users, with the observations Oa and Ob respectively. Given an observation sequence O, the
inference process is to find a state sequence S that maximises the probability P (S|O), where S involves two
state sequences Sa and Sb corresponding to the recognised activity sequence for the two users.
Also Patterson et al apply HMMs to recognise cooking activities during a morning household routine
in the presence of interleaved and interrupted activities. Moore et al use SCFGs to model activities that
have several independent threads of execution with intermittent dependent interactions with each other, as
described in Section 5.5. Gu et al build a multi-user model based on the emerging pattern mining approach.
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Figure 15: A Coupled Hidden Markov Model to recognise multi-user activities [139]

In this model, an activity sequence for each user is mined separately, while an interaction score function is
introduced to calculate the probability of one user performing an activity based on the immediately previous
activities of all the other users.
6.6. Knowledge Incorporation and Derivation
The descriptions in Section 4 and 5 show that domain knowledge is important in both specification- and
learning-based approaches, even though expert knowledge can be biased, inaccurate, or defined in an ad hoc
way. [150] argue that experts can have more accurate knowledge in local domains while less in combining
knowledge in local domains into the whole domain. That is, experts can have a better understanding on
sensors, environments, and user preferences, which can be called local domain knowledge, so they can define
individual concepts in local domains (e.g., symbolic location contexts on raw positioning sensor data) and
specify semantic relationships between them (e.g., spatial relationships). It is more difficult for experts to
uncover the relevancy of sensor data and their contribution to a certain situation, which can be called whole
domain knowledge.
As stated, specification-based approaches are developed on expert knowledge, including the local and
whole domain knowledge. Learning-based approaches can benefit if the more accurate local domain knowledge applies. As demonstrated in Section 5, models of Bayesian networks can be constructed by experts [44];
CRFs improve the recognition accuracy by incorporating into feature functions the domain knowledge on
robot seeking applications, such as distance between robots and their moving velocity. Also Learning-based
approaches can complement the inaccuracy of expert knowledge by training through real-world data so that
they can be used to uncover unknown relationships and personalise situations’ specifications given that a
situation’s specification can vary with time, location, and individuals.
Incorporating domain knowledge can improve the accuracy of identifying situations, while the capability
of deriving knowledge will facilitate the share and reuse of knowledge in other similar environments and
applications. Ontologies are a promising technique of representing knowledge to support the share and
reuse. Some learning-based approaches can derive knowledge; for example, decision trees can derive a set of
association rules, while the others can be difficult, especially neural networks and SVMs.
6.7. Knowledge Engineering Effort
Knowledge engineering effort indicates how much effort developers need to devote to using an approach,
which includes (1) extracting features of sensor data based on the understanding of sensors, (2) abstracting
domain knowledge on environment and users; (3) defining targeted situations (i.e., association between sensor
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data, domain knowledge, and situations); and (4) specifying relationships between situations, including
composition, dependency, and temporal sequence.
Although to varying degrees, knowledge effort is required from developers in most of the approaches.
Specification-based approaches are built heavily on expert knowledge, while a significant amount of knowledge is also required in learning-based approaches as introduced in Section 5. [45] build a structure of a
Bayesian network based on their understanding of relationships between sensor data and situations as shown
in Figure 8, and learn the probabilities from training data; and [134] apply domain knowledge in extracting
features from sensor data as input to the conditional random field models.
Learning-based approaches, especially those introduced in this paper, are well established in the AI area,
so they are well supported by mature algorithms or tools. For example, Weka is a machine learning software
that collects a set of state-of-the-art classification algorithms [142], among which C4.5 decision trees, Naive
Bayes, and SVMs are most popularly used by researchers [10, 14, 77, 86, 150]. However, learning-based
approaches usually need a large amount of training data to build structures and estimate parameters, while
training data is scarce in pervasive computing environments due to the privacy violation issue and the
difficulty of recording and annotating activities. Therefore, it is a challenging problem to balance the use of
expert knowledge and the required amount of training data.
6.8. Sensors in Situation Identification
Collecting human activities or situations from an environment is important to evaluate situation identification techniques. Section 2.1 has introduced main types of sensors in situation identification. Cameras are
traditional sensors in the area of computer vision, from which image features can be extracted from videos
and then be applied to inferring high-level human activities.
At the present, positioning sensors, object interaction sensors and acceleration sensors are three of the
popular types of sensors in pervasive computing. Location can be an important factor for suggesting a user’s
activity; for example in common-sense knowledge, cooking in a kitchen, hygiene in a bathroom, watching
TV in a living room, and sleeping in a bedroom [77]. Location alone cannot pinpoint the exact activities,
but it is a key index for narrowing down possible activities a user being doing and querying other sensor
data about a user’s or environment [126]. For example, if a user is sensed in a kitchen, a system can then
collect data from the sensors installed in the kitchen to further decide what cooking-relevant activity is going
on [151], such as ‘making coffee’, ‘cooking a meal’, or ‘washing dishes’.
The object interaction sensors include RFIDs, binary-state sensors that detect if an associated object is
accessed or not [137], and object motion sensors that sense motion of installed objects [77]. These sensors
can provide direction information about user activities; for example, if a RFID tag on a kettle is scanned
by the reader on the user’s wrist, the user is probably boiling the water [103].
Acceleration sensors can be installed on devices such as a mobile phone or worn on a human body such
as arms or thighs, and they are used to detect users’ movement, including walking, cycling, taking lift, and
etc [10, 20, 22, 86, 145]. These sensors usually need to be combined with other types of sensors so as to be
able to infer higher-level user activities [16, 47].
Other types of sensors including resource usage sensors and ambient sensors that monitor sound, temperature, or humidity can be used to directly infer location- or object-centered situations; for example, the
high sound level in a room can suggest that there a discussion is going on. They also can provide indirect
information about user activities; for example, the electricity current reading can indicate that a TV is on,
which might suggest that a user is watching it [151].
In summary, different types of sensors provide information of different natures that can be used for
identifying different situations [9]. With the advanced development of sensing technologies, it is more likely
to set up various types of sensors in an environment or on a user, which makes a situation identification
technique that accommodates multiple sensors more favourable in the future.
6.9. Summary
To summarise, specification techniques typically require hand-crafting of situation specifications and
inference rules, with heavy reliance on domain knowledge. Reasoning decisions are usually transparent,
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allowing users to develop a mental model of the system and thus understand system decisions. The incorporation of temporal knowledge and the management of uncertainty can be achieved in some cases; for
example, temporal logic or evidence theory for uncertainty, but the selection of a particular specification
technique should be based on a deep understanding of its particular strengths or weaknesses. Learning techniques, on the other hand, remove the reliance on domain knowledge but typically require extensive training
data from the target environment in order to develop the learning model. Reasoning is hidden from the
user to varying degrees depending upon the learning technique, thus challenging the user’s ability to scrutinise decisions. Uncertainty is implicitly catered for, a key strength of machine learning approaches. Some
learning approaches inherently cater for dynamic sequencing (such as HMMs and CRFs) thus supporting
temporality.
7. Open Research Opportunities
We will conclude by reviewing some of the questions that seem to remain unresolved in the literature of
situation identification.
7.1. A Hybrid Approach
In our view, a combination of specification- and learning-based approaches is required to support successful situation identification in a variety of environments and scenarios. Specification-based approaches
provide the ability to represent situations and incorporate the rich knowledge and semantics required to
reason about them. As new sensors and new situations emerge, the representations can extended in a controlled knowledge-driven way. Learning approaches, on the other hand, have the ability to analyse raw data,
and can thus extract patterns and deal with uncertainty.
A hybrid approach will take the ‘best of both worlds’ by utilising a combination of techniques. Such an
approach will be able to provide a formal, semantic, and extensible model with the capability of dealing
with uncertainty of sensor data and reasoning rules. More specifically, a desirable situation model is built
on a solid logical system that incorporates logical primitives rich enough to represent all sorts of information
including sensor data, abstracted context, domain knowledge, and situational knowledge, and rules to check
consistency and integrity of the knowledge base. Ontologies have been and will still be a preferred choice
to translate, represent, and instantiate the knowledge. A situation model can be plugged with different
learning-based techniques, which can be used to derive situation specifications and infer situations when
input with noisy sensor data.
7.2. Application-led reasoning
From the perspective of applications, it is insufficient to derive a single situation as a result. To provide
more suitable services, applications need to have a good understanding of what is actually happening in
an environment. This understanding can include the reliability of this situation being recognised; and the
implication on other situations given that this situation is recognised. For example, any situation mutually
exclusive from this situation cannot happen, and any situation more general than this situation is happening.
This implication on other situations can help a system to better configure applications.
Most existing research focuses on how to efficiently and accurately infer situations, but this should not
be the final goal. A more interesting question would be: how do these recognised situations assist a system
in providing users intuitive and less intrusive services. Compared to the body of work in sensor design
and activity recognition techniques, the work in situation-aware applications is much less. Research needs
to move towards realistic applications like [69], rather than toy or imaginary applications. With realistic
applications, we can evaluate how much a user feels satisfied or disturbed by the services. The evaluation
result might give us new insights from users’ perspective, including (1) what situations are needed to be
identified; for example, for home secure applications, grooming activities like styling hair may have much
less importance than a cooking activity; (2) to what granularity an situation should be defined; for example,
should we define an activity as fine-grained as stirring, chopping, or adding ingredients in a cooking activity.
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7.3. Open Research Questions
In studying situations, researchers are more and more interested in recognising interleaved situations
where more than one users are involved or more finer-grained temporally overlapping situations are involved. Because of the rich structure, hierarchical HMMs are the most popular technique that is used in
identifying such complex situations [4]. However, the complexity of computation also increases greatly with
the complexity of the structure.
Currently, an underlying assumption of situation identification is that situations are pre-defined in
specification-based approaches or pre-labelled in supervised learning-based approaches. When it comes
to short, non-repetitive, and unpredictable situations while significant to applications (like a heart attack),
it would be difficult to spot them [156]. For continuous situations, it is still challenging in mining implicit
and uncontinuous temporal sequences between them and detecting boundaries where situations change are.
As a bridge that links sensor data to applications, a situation model should not only be able to predict
situations, but also to provide insights on how a system infers situations, and on how sensors perform,
which is called intelligibility in [34, 93]. By analysing formed logical specifications’ of situations, developers
can learn which sensors are better in recognising a certain situation, how users behave or interact with
sensors. The ability of users to understand system decision making in order to develop a mental model
of the system is critical to its acceptance. Therefore, a challenge is to ensure that situation models are
sufficiently informative and transparent to enable intelligibility.
Current research has largely focussed on data sets collected in research labs or by environment occupied
by researchers. When real world environments are used, more complexities appear, such as situation interruption, multi-tasking, multiple users, unexpected user behaviour, as described by Logan et al, where they
look at activity monitoring in a smart home. As part of this problem, the research community will need
to examine new measures for evaluating reasoning techniques should be used. At present, the focus is on
classification accuracies using traditional machine learning measures; that is obtaining the ‘right’ answer for
as many instances, akin to classifying static knowledge such as documents. But in pervasive environments,
situations are dynamic, of varied duration, sequential, interleaved; and application behaviours and transitions need to be smoothed and controlled. For example, rather than checking the proportion of a situation
correctly recognised, it may be more useful to check whether an activity was detected at all over a period of
time; e.g in a monitored smart home, did the user prepare breakfast today at all?. Boundaries between situations may be important for health applications [77]; for example, whether a person’s heart rate has moved
from normal to high within in a certain period of time. For the next phase of research, researchers should
examine what real-world complexities need to be addressed, and what new measures should be considered
for evaluations in the future.
One of the challenges in pervasive computing is the requirement to re-create a model of each new
environment in which an application will reside. An activity monitoring application, for example, may need
to cater for different sensors, different user behaviours and so forth when applied across different homes.
With machine learning approaches, training data must be collected for any change in environment. This
issue of ‘transfer learning’ [135] addresses the problem of how to use annotated training data from one
environment to label training data from another environment. This is an important issue for machinelearning techniques in order to avoid the costly collection and annotation of data sets for each application
environment.
8. Conclusion
In this paper we have described the state-of-the-art research in situation identification in pervasive computing. This research is challenged by the complexity of pervasive computing in terms of highly sensorised
environments and contextual applications customised to a variety of factors. We have discussed different
aspects of situation research: representation, specification, and reasoning, and have elicited the requirements
and challenges in each aspect.
We have introduced the existing techniques in recognising situations, and compared them against the
qualitative metrics. Based on the analysis, we suggest a hybrid approach of specification- and learningbased techniques, where a specification-based technique is responsible of knowledge representation and
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sharing while a learning-based technique is responsible of deriving new knowledge and dealing with uncertainty in sensor data. In the end we also discuss some open research opportunities in the area of situation
identification.
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